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Now I can add one more event to my
"Anniversary Dates" to forget - 6/7/2021

Avoiding Our Wedding Anniversary -
6/4/2021

Multitasking for Safety – Plus
Remembrance and Reflection - 6/1/2021

Taps Across America – The National
Moment of Remembrance - Monday 5/31/21
3PM - 5/30/2021

What does my new profile picture tell you?
Saturday, April 05, 2014

 
 
8 years since my last half marathon and I’m still smiling. 
 
Mile 12 and I want to finish happy. 
 
I carry my own water (and cough drops, darn allergies) 
 
25 years after running my first step, I’m running because I can. 
 
As you can see from my last profile photo, 

 
 
I always race in red and black. 
 
That’s so DH can find me. 
He once took a picture of the wrong woman finishing a 5K. 

MY TRACKERS CHALLENGES SHOP RECIPES
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Member Comments About This Blog Post

CD13099273

 you totally inspire !! Great Job ! Looking good ! 
2614 days ago

v

TRAVELGRRL
LOVE it! That's hilarious about your husband!

It's great you make it easy on him now by dressing in the same colors, although you'd think he'd
recognize his WIFE and not the outfit!!!! 
2624 days ago

v

MISSB8604
Fabulous!
2624 days ago

v

MJZHERE
Great to find something that keeps you smiling - no matter how many years pass. Even better
that it is something that is so good for you!
2625 days ago

v

TINAJANE76
It tells me that you're AWESOME! I love that you still love running eight years after your first
half marathon. And you look amazing doing it to boot!
2625 days ago

v

MARYJEANSL
Congratulations!! I love the smile - and I have to tell you, you really are an inspiration. 
2625 days ago

v

DOVESEYES

Congrats on the new photo.  
2625 days ago

v

CD9543726
Hahaha, I love the story of him photographing the wrong person. My husband has done that
before. :D
2626 days ago

v

CELIAMINER
LOVE your new picture! Congrats on the HM!
2626 days ago

v

GARDENCHRIS

  
2626 days ago

v

PHOENIX1949

  
2626 days ago

v

JANUT57

 you look great!   
2626 days ago

v
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_LINDA

   
Love the photo! One happy runner there! Good idea to wear your own unique colors!
That is awesome hubby is so supportive!
2626 days ago

v

LINDAKAY228
Glad he can find you now LOL! I look forward to the day when I can run again, or a least walk
fast ha ha. One day it will come. In the meantime I have you and other friends to inspire me!
2626 days ago

v

GINIEMIE
Good job and looking great. It's a good idea to carry ones own water, for me it's as much
about ecology as being prepared. Allergies stink, and cough drops are a necessity. Hope you keep
running my friend. 
Glad your hubby found you the picture is great.

    

   
2626 days ago

v

CD5500762

 
2626 days ago

v

DR1939

 
2626 days ago

v

ALICIA363

  
2626 days ago

v

SLIMMERJESSE
Wow! 25 years of running! Congrats!
2626 days ago

v

MISCHAKEO
I love both of your smiles in the pictures. You look thin and fit in both of them! Plus your new
shoes are cute.

Keep up doing what you love and what keeps you healthy! I am glad your husband finds you in
black and red!
2626 days ago

v

CD13758606

Great pic! 25 years is quite the accomplishment!  

Keep  
2626 days ago

v

WATERMELLEN
Such a cute pic!! You look full of zest and pleasure in your accomplishment: and fit fit fit!!
2626 days ago

v

TERI-RIFIC
What does it tell ME? I was in the same race event. It tells me that you're in my age range, are
half my size, ran more than twice as far and ran much faster than I did. It also tells me that I can
look like that next year if I keep at it. Keep at it SLOWLY but surely. You look great!! --and lols on
the hubs!! I was in charge of taking pics of my daughter and her two friends in a triathalon relay - it
can be challenging I got a couple wrong people pics.

v
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Add Your Comment to the Blog Post
Leave encouragement, a question, or anything else relevant to this post. All blog comments must abide by
SparkPeople's Community Guidelines. 

 Subscribe to this blog  

Disclaimer: Weight loss results will vary from person to person. No individual result should be seen as a typical
result of following the SparkPeople program.

2626 days ago

KELLIEBEAN
Inspirational as always!

My husband has only come to one race I have done. After I finished, I couldn't find him. I called his
cell and he said he was still at the finish line, watching for me to film me coming across the finish
line. He exclaimed "everybody looks the same!"

 
2626 days ago

v

FERRETLOVER1

 
2626 days ago

v

MOIMAGGIE
It tells me you're into life and having a good time.

 
2626 days ago

v

ONEKIDSMOM
Oh, I had to laugh at the final paragraph! My kid sister tried to find me at the Lincoln HM last
year, and did NOT spot me, even though I have to have run by her watching post. Why? Because I
told her the day before what I'd be wearing but the day was COLD, and I covered it up with a
jacket, so she didn't recognize me!

Spark on, my friend! You always get my engines started (and I, too, am still smiling)! 

 
2626 days ago

v
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